I personally think that we’re all...like all white people are to some extent racist. Um and the...the thing that white people need to realize is that um it’s not necessarily your fault. Like that’s the thing. Like you we’re taught to think this way. Now it’s time to realize that, admit it, and think strive to think another way. Like when someone gets called a...a racist it’s usually like an attack, like a character. Like “you specifically chose to think this way.” Like you specifically in your mind were like, “Today I’m going to not like black people” or something like that. And it’s kind of like no, you’re kind of brainwashed into this situation. You need to admit that and then like work towards unbrainwashing yourself.

With racism, like with the buzzword that you know gets thrown around, you know there’s a lot of you know attack and fault coming with that. Like he’s a racist, crucify him. When I I think it should be like, he’s a racist, help him.